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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In Spare Parts, Claudia Martin, an avionics
engineer at Duffet Commercial Airplane Co. (DCAC), finds a serious software anomaly which could
threaten the integrity of the Flight Management Computer system -- and that could bring down a
jet. Her boss, an ex-lover, chooses to overlook her warning in order to meet the accelerated
airplane development schedule. But Claudia s own values will not allow her to agree to let it go.
Claudia finds her professional reputation challenged, her career at stake. When a local flight
crashes under mysterious circumstances, she accepts the call to adventure that will change her life
forever. Claudia approaches the FAA where she is offered a job as an undercover mole. She teams
with FBI Agent Wyatt Richardson to examine bogus parts issues. Their sexual tension serves as a
subplot highlighting rivalry between governmental agencies. Wyatt regards bad hardware to be the
issue, but Claudia disagrees. She pursues her quest for the hidden cause -- bad software. But that is
only the tip of the iceberg. Lurking beneath it all is a sinister plot...
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Completely essential read through publication. It normally does not expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Mor r is Cr uicksha nk-- Mor r is Cr uicksha nk

Extensive manual for pdf fanatics. This can be for all who statte there was not a well worth looking at. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the very
best pdf i have go through inside my individual existence and might be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Dor ia n Roob-- Dor ia n Roob
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